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Welcome
Tribal Habits is the complete learning platform for modern organisations. With Tribal Habits,
you have online training that is easy to create, engaging to learn and simple to manage. At Tribal
Habits, we break the learning journey of these organisations into five stages.

Manage training online
Organisations waste a great deal of time with offline management of training. It is time-consuming
and frustrating while issues with version control mean training information is often out of date.

Meet compliance needs
Compliance training is a vital part to your organisation's strategy, protecting staff and boosting
the bottom line. Organisations must be proactive, not responsive, in managing these needs.

Convert existing training
If you're running workshops or have 'How to' manuals, you've done the hard work in creating
content. Converting existing training to online modules dramatically leverages your content.

Optimise employee induction
How new employees are brought into an organisation matters. Optimising employee induction
reduces churn, engages staff, reduces rework and makes new starters productive in less time.

Share best practices
Your top employees develop unique skills and approaches. Successful organisations capture and
transfer this knowledge, increasing workforce capability and protecting against knowledge drain.

In this guidebook, we summarise the topics covered in Tribal Habits' libraries of ready-made
training. While Tribal Habits has a class-leading ability for anyone in your organisation to create
interactive online learning content, we also realise that sometimes you need a ready-made solution.
Our libraries of training differ markedly from traditional external course libraries found in many
learning management systems. Our topics appear in your branding, have a consistent interface and
navigation, have a consistent tone and approach, include various online and offline activities and,
ultimately, drive learner engagement to support real change and outcomes.
It's a long way from outdated eLearning modules which look like PowerPoint slides, appear in the
branding of the training content developer and can't record or share any detailed training data.
And now, I invite you to enjoy our guidebook. If you have any questions about particular topics or
are wondering if we might be covering new content in the future, please contact us. We regularly
'take requests' from customers for new library topics!
David King
Founder | Tribal Habits
david@tribalhabits.com
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Topics by Category
Communication
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

An introduction to emotional intelligence
An introduction to negotiation skills
Best practice listening skills
Building strong work relationships (Coming soon)
Building your influencing skills
Communicating effectively in the workplace
Communicating with management and key stakeholders
Designing presentations that engage
Handling difficult situations and conversations (Coming soon)
Presentation skills which build presence
Professional business writing skills
Verbal communication: Advanced skills
Verbal communication: Foundation skills
Working with difficult people

Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Anti-bullying and anti-harassment for employees and workers
Anti-bullying and anti-harassment for managers
Diversity Awareness: Aboriginal & Torres Strait Islander peoples
Diversity Awareness: Culturally and linguistically diverse
Diversity Awareness: Disability
Diversity Awareness: Introduction
Diversity Awareness: LGBTIQ+
Diversity Awareness: Bystander Action
Equal employment opportunity for employees
Equal employment opportunity for managers
Gender equality in the workplace (Coming soon)
Sexual harassment awareness
Understanding and avoiding unconscious bias for employees
Understanding and avoiding unconscious bias for managers

Finance and Regulation
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Anti-money laundering
Competition and consumer law: Conduct and Statements
Competition and consumer law: Interacting with other organisations
Competition and consumer law: Introduction
Competition and consumer law: Safety and Warranties
Fraud and corruption awareness and prevention
Modern slavery awareness for employees
Modern slavery awareness for managers
Privacy in the workplace
Whistleblowing awareness for employees
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Health and Safety
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Alcohol and drugs in the workplace
Colds, flu and COVID-19 prevention in the workplace for employees
Colds, flu and COVID-19 prevention in the workplace for managers
Driver safety
Duty of care for employees
Duty of care for managers
General evacuation training (Coming soon)
Injury management for employees
Injury management for managers
Managing slip and trip hazards
Manual handling safety
Mental health awareness for employees
Mental health awareness for managers
Office and workspace ergonomics
Risk management for managers
Risk management for workers
Safety for children and vulnerable people
Warden Training 1: Emergency preparation
Warden Training 2: Emergency response
Workplace health and safety fundamentals (Model WHS Laws)
Workplace health and safety fundamentals (Victorian WHS Laws)
Workplace incident investigation

Information Security
•
•
•

Information Security: Employee awareness
Information Security: Phishing awareness
Information Security: Social Media

Leadership
•
•
•
•
•

An introduction to crisis management (Coming soon)
Being an ethical leader
Five key skills for great leadership
Five key styles for great leadership
The fundamentals of great leadership

Management
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

An introduction to management (Coming soon)
Coaching and developing staff
Delegating as a manager or leader
Discussing performance with staff
Holding productive 1-on-1 meetings with your team
How to manage letting an employee go (Coming soon)
Managing staff training for success
Managing teams for better performance
Motivating your staff and teams
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•
•
•
•
•

Recognising and rewarding staff performance
Setting expectations with staff and teams
Team culture: Managing and assessing
Team culture: Overview
Transitioning from employee to manager

Personal
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Coming back from a big mistake
Creating a professional LinkedIn profile
Ethics: Introduction to workplace ethics
Ethics: Employees and workers
Ethics: Common workplace challenges
Introduction to effective decision making skills
Managing and resolving conflict
Overcoming a lack of motivation
Overcoming impostor syndrome
Overcoming the fear of failure
Problem solving and creativity
Strategies to manage burnout in the workplace
Strategies to manage stress in the workplace
Understanding and using empathy in the workplace (Coming soon)

Productivity
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Project Management 1: Overview
Project Management 2: Core Skills
Project Management 3: Frameworks
Project Management 4: Scheduling
Project Management 5: Resourcing
Project Management 6: Communication
Project Management 7: Meetings
Project Management 8: Reporting
Project Management 9: Costs, Risks and Quality
Project Management 10: Scope
Project Management 11: Scope creep
Project Management 12: Change management
Project Management 13: Feedback
Staying productive: Conquering your inbox
Staying productive: Improving your focus
Staying productive: Managing your priorities
Staying productive: Overcoming common challenges
Staying productive: Running great meetings
Staying productive: Scheduling your time
Staying productive: Setting SMART goals
Staying productive: Time management fundamentals
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Remote working
•
•
•
•

IT security while working from home
Managing remote and virtual teams
Running successful virtual team meetings
Staying productive: Working at home

Sales
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

An introduction to sales and selling (Coming soon)
An introduction to sales prospecting (Coming soon)
Building trust in the sales process
Confident and effective business networking
Consultative selling and sales relationships (Coming soon)
Creating sales momentum and closing more deals
Defining your ideal client
Developing a compelling value proposition
Essential tools for a new salesperson (Coming soon)
Gaining confidence with selling (Coming soon)
Generating upselling and cross-selling opportunities
Marketing tactics to help client referrals
Obtaining client referrals and references
Qualifying sales leads and customer needs (Coming soon)
Sales Management 1: Becoming a sales manager
Sales Management 2: Implementing a process
Sales Management 3: Tracking sales performance
Sales Management 4: Boosting team outcomes
Sales proposals and engaging writing skills
Sales proposals and great executive summaries
Sales proposals and managing the process
Sales proposals and pitching for success
Strategies to boost repeat business
Successfully responding to client objections
Understanding and managing client expectations
Understanding the client buying cycle
Understanding the psychology of selling (Coming soon)

Service
•
•
•

Best practices in client service
Conducting effective client review meetings
Successfully helping upset clients

Talent Management
•
•
•
•
•

An introduction to human resources (Coming soon)
Building a talent management strategy (Coming Soon)
Creating a personal training plan
Interviewing skills: Advanced techniques
Interviewing skills: Essential techniques
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Interviewing skills: Remote hires
Managing staff underperformance
Mentoring: An introduction to being a mentee
Mentoring: An introduction to being a mentor
Mentoring: Overcoming common mentoring challenges
Recognising misconduct, poor performance and absenteeism
Running a training needs analysis
Writing effective position descriptions

Bonus: Template Library
All organisations can access also template topics. Template topics are editable by your
organisation and provide examples, frameworks and inspiration for creating online training.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Explaining – Complex Process
Explaining – Documents
Explaining – Product knowledge (Coming soon)
Explaining – Simple Process
Explaining – Skill (Coming soon)
Explaining – Software
Human Resources – Employee Exit Interview
Human Resources – Personal Training Plan
Organisation – Values
Organisation – Welcome and Overview
Policy – Full policy with assessment
Policy – Policy link
Policy – Policy link with assessment
Survey – Multiple parts with many questions
Survey – Single part with few questions
Team – Welcome and Overview
Video – Multiple recordings with assessment
Video – Single recording
Video – Single recording with assessment
Workshop/Webinar – Follow-up (Coming soon)
Workshop/Webinar – Preparation (Coming soon)
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Six key differences in Tribal Habits Libraries
All training appears in your branding
All library topics appear in your branding. This includes your organisation's logo and colours
(your logo even appears on video thumbnails). All library topics look like you created them.
The benefit for you is dramatically improved learner engagement. Your organisation's branding is
reinforced, and it improves the perception by learners that your organisation values learning and
development.

All library topics are available for editing
All library topics are native to Tribal Habits. They are created with the same toolset which you
use to build your topics in Tribal Habits.
The benefit for you is the ability to edit our library content. You can unlock library topics to edit
them yourself and adjust any content as required. Add policies, change scenarios, remove content,
create new quizzes, alter images or videos – change anything you like for a perfect fit.

A consistent experience for learners
All library topics use the same interface, navigation and processes. They are built within Tribal
Habits using the same set of online training creation tools and a consistent language/tone.
The benefit for you is further improvements in learner engagement. Learners do not need to adapt
to a new interface for every topic. They become familiar with the learning process, reducing
wasted time and frustration.

Mix-and-match your content with our libraries
All library topics look and function the same as any online training you create in Tribal Habits.
You can seamlessly mix-and-match library content with your content.
The benefit for you is the rapid acceleration of training creation. You can import a proven library
module to provide outstanding content to your learners on essential issues, and then easily add any
organisation-specific content before or after module (using learning pathways).

Built-in tools to drive real outcomes
All library topics are fully interactive (not just passive videos or links). Topic use assessments with
branded certificates and/or on-the-job activities with task tracking and reminders.
The benefit for you is improved learning outcomes. A better learning experience improves the
chances of real change, which in turn increases the ability for training to drive outcomes which
support your organisation goals (and your training budget and roles).

Easy (and regular) updates for all topics
All library topics are regularly updated. Updates may include new interactions as they are
developed in the platform, new content ideas, updated knowledge to reflect changes in legislation.
The benefit for you is consistent, up-to-date training with no hassle. You are notified on your
dashboard when updates are available, and the process requires only a single click and takes
seconds. Built-in version tracking and completion data is included.
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Compare the experience: Administrators
Let's consider the experience of using Tribal Habits libraries compared to a traditional LMS with
an external course library which claims to have '100,000s' of 'courses'. In this scenario, the
organisation needs an employee to complete training on Sexual Harassment Prevention (to an
Australian standard). Let's begin with the experience for the training administrator.
Tribal Habits
Goes to the Library tab in their Tribal Habits
portal and searches for 'sexual harassment'.

LMS with external course library
Goes to the Search tab in their LMS and
searches for 'sexual harassment'.

They are prompted to use the Compliance
library topic called 'Sexual harassment
awareness'. It is imported with one click
including all summary information.

272 results are returned. The administrator
goes through the list, removing simple videos
and links. They filter out non-English content
and content from other countries. Eventually,
they are left with 12 different 'courses' of
varying lengths and detail. They spend an hour
examining the options to determine which is
suitable for their organisation. They eventually
select one and import it into the LMS.

-

They now have to edit the module to prepare
summary information to be included in
notifications.

They go to that topic and set a 14 day due date
with three reminder emails (including manager
escalation on the '1 week overdue reminder').
They also enable topic enrolment and topic
completion notifications.

They go to that module and set a 14 day due
date with three reminder emails (there are no
manager escalation options). They also enable
topic enrolment and topic completion
notifications.

Finally, they go to the list of users and enrol
the employee into the topic.

Finally, they go to the list of users and enrol
the employee into the module.

After, they can review every answer and
contribution to every question in the topic
made by that employee, as well as creating a
PDF of the employee's results complete with
Admin notes.

-

They can filter and download all answers and
contributions to every question in the topic by
every employee, looking for common mistakes
and trends in responses.

-

They can filter and download all completion
status and passmarks for every employee
completing the topic.

They can filter and download all completion
status and passmarks for every employee
completing the module.
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Compare the experience: Employees
Let's continue our scenario, now considering the experience for the employee.
Tribal Habits
Receives an email that they have been enrolled
into the topic 'Sexual harassment awareness'.
The email includes an overview of the topic,
estimated time to complete, information on
due dates and a deeplink directly into the
topic.

LMS with external course library
Receives an email that they have been enrolled
into the module 'Sexual harassment
awareness'. The email includes an overview of
the module, information on due dates and a
link to their LMS.

The employee clicks on the deeplink and is
directed straight into the topic.

The employee clicks on the link and is directed
to the LMS. They find the module on their
dashboard and start. This module tries to open
in a new window but their browser is
preventing it. They eventually set the
permissions and the module opens.

The topic appears in their organisation's
branding, addresses them by their first name
and has a consistent interface which the
employee is familiar with from previous
topics. They immediately get started.

The module is in the branding of the training
provider. It takes them several minutes to
figure out the navigation and interface of this
module. They eventually get started.

After 20 minutes, they have to leave the topic
After 20 minutes, they have to leave the
to attend a meeting. When they return, all their module to attend a meeting. When they return,
prior work is saved and they continue on.
their progress was not saved. They have to redo their previous work.
The employee eventually completes the topic
and a completion email, with assessment
results and a branded certificate, is sent to
them and their manager.

The employee eventually completes the
module and a completion email is sent to
them. They have to forward the email onto
their manager.

The completion email includes their learning
journal for that topic, which has notes which
the employee took during the topic, as well as
important content which the employee tagged
to use on-the-job.

The employee does not receive any offline
content to use on-the-job. They try to copy
and paste some important information into a
Word document which they save somewhere
on their computer.

Later, the employee wants to return to the
topic to review some content. When opening
the topic, it presents as a reference website and
they immediate navigate to the required
information.

Later, the employee wants to return to the
module to review some content. When opening
the module, it starts from scratch and it takes
15 minutes of pressing the 'next button' to
reach the page of information they wanted.
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What is Tribal Habits?
Tribal Habits is the complete learning platform for modern organisations. We provide online
training that's easy to create, engaging to learn and simple to manage.
•
•
•

Easy to create. Allow your staff to share what they know. If you can create a PowerPoint
presentation, you can create interactive online training in Tribal Habits.
Engaging to learn. Training your team will love. Tribal Habits leverages video, social
learning and interactive elements to inspire employees to make real change.
Simple to manage. Easy enrolments and powerful automation remove the burden of
managing training. Detailed reporting provides insights on real outcomes.

What types of organisations use Tribal Habits?
•

•

5-500 employees, who may not have any dedicated training resources or existing online
learning platform. In these organisations, it is often the business managers or human
resources team who looks after training. For these organisations, we offer 'enterprise-level'
outcomes but at a far more affordable cost and with a simpler process.
500-50,000+ employees, who may or may not have a learning and development team, but
are struggling to keep up with training requests. In these organisations, there is often a
huge demand for training but traditional eLearning authoring tools are too slow. For these
organisations, we leverage existing resources and supercharge learning output.

Tribal Habits gives us more
control
• over our content in terms
of developing and editing it. It’s
much more responsive than other
learning platforms we have used
before, where you request
changes and it takes a long time
to be done. We can just make
changes instantly now.

Tribal Habits is unique in the
market as it allowed us to rapidly
capture and transfer
organisational knowledge via text,
imagery, video and interactive
elements. It also shares tips from
participants, meaning the
knowledge captured increases as
users complete topics!

Content creation is easy and fun
on Tribal Habits; the system’s
built-in structure ensures that
content is organised in a manner
that enables the final output to be
exactly what’s needed. This gives
me great confidence that my
training will hit the mark.







It would have taken us up to a
year to create the topics using a
traditional e-learning authoring
tool. With Tribal Habits we were
delivering amazing training in
three months, and we've
estimated the cost has been
about 25% of what it would have
been had we gone with a
traditional solution.

Tribal Habits' online compliance
library has been a game-changer
for us. We now have total peace
of mind that our people are safe
and our brand and
organisational reputation is
protected. Delivering compliance
training online has also saved us
a significant amount of time,
money and hassle.

Tribal Habits' video feedback on
the topics we created is amazing really useful suggestions and so
easy to follow. People are already
loving the training! The system is
so easy to use, and the interactive
elements have allowed us to make
training a lot more engaging. We
couldn't ask for anything more.
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What are the top features of Tribal Habits?
Rapidly create online training on any topic
Learners crave relevant training. Tribal Habits allows anyone to build relevant, engaging online
training. The content you create will speak to your learners and appear in your branding.
 Intuitive, fast and powerful building block elearning authoring process
 Built-in image library (2 million+ images), image editor and video hosting
 Real-time feedback of your modules from Sage, our digital learning designer
 Free video analysis of your modules from our expert learning designers
 Version control, wide range of interactions, uploads/downloads, embeds and more
Modules are responsive to any device, can support WACG 2.1 accessibility to a Level AA
standard, are streamed on-demand in a lightweight environment and allow for social learning
opportunities between users.

Tap into ready-made modules – branded and editable!
Access 100’s of fully editable online courses from Australian compliance topics to personal
development courses.
Our training library is more than just a random assortment of videos and articles. Every module is
professionally designed, appears in your organisation’s branding and is 100% editable by you at
no extra cost. Import and immediately use, or create a copy and fine-tune as needed.

Automate training management for online and offline learning
Tribal Habits removes the administrative burden of managing training. We want you to focus on
unlocking great training content and connecting employees and knowledge. A range of
automations and rules make it easy for anyone to manage users and enrolments.
 Automate due dates, notifications, certified dates and certification
 Enrol via 10 different methods – spreadsheets, groups, managers, links and more
 Dedicated manager’s view, including enrolments, reminders and emailed reports
 Dynamic training catalogue, which adjusts available modules to suit the learner’s role
Add online or offline events to any module, with calendar bookings, roll-calls, locations or more.
Record external knowledge, such as licences, accreditations and qualifications for a complete view
of all completed learning.

Go deep with learning data and detailed reporting
Tribal Habits tracks far more than just training completion. You can report on all learning
contributions, outcomes and activities.
 Training completion data for every part of every module
 Compliance completion and expiry (past and future)
 Job role tracking for required competencies and skills
 External training – licences, accreditations, qualifications
 Continuing education reports by time or points, with custom categories
 Filter by any user data field and download all data into spreadsheets
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What problems can Tribal Habits help solve?
Tribal Habits offers complete online training solutions for your organisation on any stage of the
journey. We typically help organisations with five key solutions through the learning journey.

Manage training online
Organisations waste a great deal of time delivering the same training over and over. Offline
management of training is time-consuming and frustrating, and issues with version control mean
your staff could be accessing information that is no longer accurate.
Tribal Habits remedies these challenges by providing a 'single source of training truth'. Reporting
is simple and powerful, while automation and reminders drastically reduce the administrative
burden associated with managing training.

Meet compliance needs
Compliance training is a vital part of your organisation's strategy, protecting your staff and
boosting the bottom line. From building a culture of safety to helping managers develop strong
and inclusive teams, compliance training is a critical part of your reputation.
Tribal Habits' library of engaging, interactive compliance training is fully approved by Australian
lawyers. Our library can be supplemented by self-created compliance topics using a simple drag
and drop editor, providing you with a comprehensive online compliance training solution.

Convert existing training
If you're already running face-to-face training and workshops with PowerPoint presentations and
facilitator-led engagements, you've done the hard work. Moving your training content online is a
breeze with Tribal Habits.
Open up a world of new learning opportunities by moving away presentations and documents,
and away from the logistical challenges of face-to-face training. Unlike a traditional learning
management system, Tribal Habits has a completely integrated online training creation toolset.

Optimise employee induction
How new employees are brought into an organisation matters. Optimising employee induction
reduces employee churn, engages staff, reduces rework and makes new starters productive in far
less time.
Tribal Habits optimises employee induction by delivering induction learning pathways that align
new starters to organisational culture and processes, while bringing them up to speed as quickly as
possible with consistent, repeatable training.

Share best practices
Over time, your top-performing employees have developed unique skills and approaches.
Successful organisations capture and transfer this knowledge increasing the capability of their
workforce and protecting again the loss of critical knowledge as staff move on.
Tribal Habits' simple drag and drop editor allows anyone in your organisation to create learning
experiences based on their unique knowledge. These experiences can be shared across your team,
broadening the organisation's knowledge base and turning best practice into everyday practice.
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How does Tribal Habits boost online training?
How does Tribal Habits make training easy to create?
If you can create a PowerPoint presentation, you can create online training in Tribal Habits.
1. Start by importing from a library. Tribal Habits has two libraries of world-class training
content ready to be imported into your portal. From Australian online compliance training
to personal development training, we have you covered. Our library topics appear in your
branding and seamlessly plug-and-play with any training modules of your own. Access
instant training content or complement internal knowledge.
2. Start from a training template. Creating your own training in Tribal Habits is simple.
Start from one of our commonly used online training templates, or simply begin from
scratch. Our building block editor makes capturing knowledge as easy as creating a
PowerPoint presentation. Except now you have interactive online learning, complete with
tracking and reporting! You can also upload existing elearning from legacy formats
including SCORM, xAPI, AICC and cmi5.
3. Start by following a guided process. Tribal Habits provides a fully guided process to
create online training that ensures you capture the information that is most pertinent to
your organisation. Our online training building block editor allows Tribal Habits to
automatically format all your training content. You can also tap into free advice from our
experts to ensure your training is on point.
4. Allow us to lend a hand. Call on the experience and expertise of the Tribal Habits team to
get the job done for you. Whether it be updating and transferring old material or starting
from scratch, we're here to help. We can provide advice on training curriculums, transfer
existing training content or run briefing sessions with your internal experts to motivate and
inspire their efforts.

How does Tribal Habits make training engaging to learn?
Tribal Habits' modern interface leverages video, social learning and interactive elements to inspire
employees to make real change.
•

•

•

A modern learning experience. Today's organisation is mobile, agile and responsive.
That's why Tribal Habits is available 24/7 and performs on any device. It's like using a
modern website, not an old-fashioned slide show. Tribal Habits user interface is sleek,
intuitive and requires no training. We automatic adapt content to your brand standards,
including modules from our ready-made libraries.
Social sharing and peer learning. Reflection questions encourage learners to periodically
share thoughts with other learners to improve knowledge retention and foster a feeling of
social learning. Tribal Habits can share insights that other users have gleaned through their
learning journey. These connections enhance the learning experience by providing context
and social proof.
Move from theory to practice. To facilitate the flow of information from theory to
practice, Tribal Habits actively prompts users to implement what they learn into their dayto-day jobs (and feedback about outcomes achieved). The best performing teams are those
that continuously practice and reinforce what they learn in training. Tribal Habits
understands this and includes built-in features to support implementation.
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How does Tribal Habits make training simple to manage?
Easy enrolments and powerful automation remove the burden of managing training. Detailed
reporting provides insights on real outcomes.
•

•

•

Automate the mundane. Tribal Habits removes the administrative burden of managing
training. We want you to focus on unlocking great training content and connecting
employees and knowledge. Simply enrol staff in pathways, and our set-and-forget admin
panel automatically sends training prompts to users and tracks training progress and
knowledge transfer throughout your organisation.
A single view of training. Tribal Habits is your repeatable, foolproof approach to
training. Do away with spreadsheets, folders, emails, PDFs and slides, all containing
different information and no completion data. Online training provides the same
experience to every employee, every time, in any location. Tribal Habits' version control
ensures staff access only the latest information at all times.
Detailed reporting and analytics. Tribal Habits reporting goes way beyond simple topic
completion tracking. Two-way communication and feedback loops allow staff to comment
on what they've learnt and the effectiveness of training. Reporting shows how new skills
have been implemented in day-to-day work and highlights the requirement for further
training—filter training data online with interactive graphs or offline via CSV.
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How affordable is Tribal Habits?
1 - No upfront fees
It's so easy to get started with Tribal Habits - there are no upfront costs!





No set-up fees. All plans have no set-up or implementation fees.
No storage fees. All plans have unlimited stored users and training content.
No support fees. All plans, including admin training and passionate support.
No branding fees. All plans include a private, branded online training portal.

2 – Select your packages
Choose from one of two packages.
Creator

In this package, you gain access to our complete creator toolset. You can create unlimited online
training (topics, articles and pathways) on any knowledge important to your organisation.
Creator + Library (Most popular and best value)

In this package, you can not only create your own training, but you gain access to our entire
library of ready-made training. Our ready-made training modules are complete online learning
experiences, with interactions, media, assessments, templates and more. Library modules appear
in your branding and are interchangeable with training you create. With the Creator + Library
package you can also edit our library content to rapidly develop custom training for your
organisation. It's the best of both worlds – create your own, use our modules or seamlessly
customise and combine.

3 - Only pay for actual use
Unlike most learning platforms, we do not charge based on stored users. Our plans are based on
'active users'. An active user is a user in your portal who logs in during a calendar month. Active
users are counted on their first log in each calendar month and can then login as much as they like,
to create or complete as much training as they like.
For example, if your organisation has 500 employees, but only 200 tend to login in each month,
you only need a 200 monthly active user plan. Don't worry if you overrun your plan either – you
are simply charged for the incremental extra users for that one month at the same monthly rate.
Active user plans can cut your training costs by 30-50% (compared to stored user plans).

4 – Select a monthly or annual subscription
Then just select a payment plan to suit your needs.
•

•

Monthly plans suit organisations with less than 75 active users per month. You pay for
actual use each month, which keeps costs flexible and aligned with your value. Monthly
plans start from $7.50 per active user per month.
Annual plans offer discounted, and predictable, annual costs. You pay for 12 months of
active users in advance. Annual plans start from 100 active users per month ($5.50 per
active user per month) and increase in multiples of 50 users.
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How secure is Tribal Habits?
We take security seriously at Tribal Habits. We want you to feel Tribal Habits is a safe and
trustworthy portal for your staff, clients and prospects to build a community of knowledge.
•
•
•
•
•

Constant vulnerability testing, including during code development and from third party
security firms (including annual penetration and vulnerability testing by external firms).
We are hosted by Amazon Web Servers and take full advantage of their security and
infrastructure capabilities (including DDOS protection, IAM monitoring and full backups).
All data is encrypted in transit and at rest using industry standard encryption. Geographic
filtering is available to restrict user access from specified countries.
Our Security Policy, Security Practices, Incident Response and Acceptable IT Use
documentation are available for review – just contact us for a copy.
Tribal Habits is fully SAML 2.0 compliant and integrates with compatible Single-Sign-On
platforms (Azure AD, Okta, OneLogin and more) for additional user security.

A good starting point for a security review is our online Security FAQs.

How easy is it to implement Tribal Habits?
Very easy.
1. First, your trial portal will become your live portal. This means most of the initial set-up
for your portal is already complete during the trial. In fact, the workload to implement
Tribal Habits is far less than other online platforms and can be measured in minutes.
2. Second, you can import (and update) users and existing training records via spreadsheet or
enable single-sign-on to auto-create new users. In either case, establishing your initial users
takes minutes. Most of the work will be in preparing a spreadsheet of your users to upload.
3. Third, importing topics from our libraries and establishing initial pathways or enrolments
takes minutes. Topics are imported in seconds, and it takes less than a minute to activate
some due dates, notifications and reminders of each topic. Similarly, you can upload
existing training content in SCORM (or similar format) in minutes.
4. Fourth, when it comes to creating your own online training, Tribal Habits will be faster
than any other alternatives. We have template topics, guided processes, pre-formatted
content, built-in feedback and free human reviews. We'll shortcut you from paper-training
to interactive online modules in hours or days - not weeks or months.
5. Fifth, you receive private Zoom training sessions on both creating training content and
managing your training processes. We have an extensive knowledge base of support
articles, built-in modules on using the platform, live admin chat (during Australian
business hours) and regular Town Hall webinars with the Tribal Habits community.
You can continue reading about on-going support after your initial implementation online.
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How can I get started with Tribal Habits?
A quick demo will give you everything you need to know about Tribal Habits and how to make it
a success within your organisation. After the demo, you'll have access to a free, full-featured trial
portal to you get started.
There's no catch. You're not signing up for pushy sales calls and endless emails. There's no
obligation or credit card required. Your trial is hosted on Amazon servers. We really just want to
show you how Tribal Habits works. We think you're going to love it.
Go to https://tribalhabits.com/get-started/ to organise your demo.
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Other Tribal Habits Guidebooks
Manage Training Online
Examine a step-by-step guide to saving time, money and hassle with
an online learning platform in this 60-page guidebook.
Spread over three parts, you'll learn:
1. Why you should manage training online
2. Which online learning platform suits your organisation
3. How to implement a learning platform

Deliver Compliance Training
This guidebook outlines the steps to build an easy, affordable and
effective online compliance training strategy.
Over two details sections, you'll learn:
1. Why you need compliance training, including key reasons to
support your business case
2. How to implement an online compliance training strategy,
including detailed topic checklists

Optimise Employee Induction
In this guidebook, we review how to avoid common mistakes and
apply best practices during employee induction.
Split into two parts, you can learn:
1. Why your organisation needs induction training and how to
build the business case
2. How to optimise employee induction training with both
online and offline strategies

Convert Existing Training
This guidebook outlines a step-by-step guide to transforming slides
and PDFs into online training.
With three detailed chapters, you'll learn:
1. Why offline content should be converted to online training
2. How to map out a plan to convert content to online
3. How to manage virtual training for blended learning
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Share Best Practices
This guidebook examines a step-by-step guide to turning best
practice into common practice with online training.
Across six key articles, you'll learn how to identify and work with
your subject matter experts and help build a culture of collaboration
and knowledge sharing in your organisation.

Reduce Training Costs
In this guidebook, you can review tips and tricks to set a training
budget and maximise your training expenditure.
Over seven detailed articles, we examine how to set a training
budget, the most common costs of training (and how to reduce or
eliminate them) and examine more cost-effective ways to deliver
training than expensive traditional methods.

Tribal Habits Success Stories
In this guidebook, get inspired by real-life success stories from
leading organisations across Australia as they use Tribal Habits to
improve their learning.
There are detailed examples of real implementation in compliance,
induction, best practices and converting existing training materials.
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